Monitoring animal diversity using acoustic indices: Implementation in a temperate woodland
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ABSTRACT

Biodiversity assessment is one of the major challenges for ecology and conservation. With current increase of biodiversity loss during the last decades, there is an urgent need to quickly estimate biodiversity levels. This study aims at testing the validity of new biodiversity indices based on an acoustic analysis of choruses produced by animal communities. The new Acoustic Richness index (AR) and the former dissimilarity index (D) aim at assessing α and β diversity respectively. Both indices were tested in three woodland habitats: a mature forest, a young forest and a forest-cropland ecotone within the Parc Naturel Régional of Haute-Vallée de Chevreuse (France). Three recorders running for 74 days generated 5328 files of 150 s for a total of 222 h of recording. All files were treated with frequency and amplitude filters to try to remove anthropogenic and environmental background noise. The AR index was in agreement with traditional aural identification of bird species. The AR index revealed an expected gradient of diversity with higher diversity values in the young forest that potentially provides a higher number of microhabitats. The D index also indicated expected differences in the acoustic environment across sites with distinct habitat structure. Both indices revealed significant peak during dawn chorus. These results suggest that diversity could be estimated through acoustics at both α and β scales. Our analyses reveal that, even if background noise needs to be considered with great care, the use of acoustic indices has the potential to facilitate animal diversity assessments over seasons or years and landscape scales.

1. Introduction

In the last three decades, several indices have been developed to assess biodiversity. Most indices concerned species diversity and abundance including general density, average geometrical index or relative abundance, specific richness, Simpson or Shannon index (e.g. Margalef, 1958; MacArthur, 1965; Whittaker, 1972; May, 1975; Magurran, 2004; Buckland et al., 2005). Others indices have included characteristics of the species such as genetics, phylogenetics and functional traits (e.g. Faith, 1992; Pavoine et al., 2004; Petchey and Gaston, 2006). Interest has also been given to a simplification of these indices into α diversity, which measures the diversity within areas, and β diversity that evaluates differences among areas providing information on the turnover of specific diversity (Whittaker, 1972; Diner & Odegaard, 2007). To evaluate changes in diversity pattern through time, both α and β diversity have to be assessed at different day or season times. Most methods require large-scale data sampling at several locations and dates. However, traditional sampling methods are mainly based on slow inventories that may not be adapted to rapid assessment at large scales in particular when dealing with highly diverse groups as arthropods (Basset et al., 2000; Lawton et al., 1998). In addition, these sampling methods are in most cases invasive as relying on direct collection or trapping (Sutherland, 1996; Hill et al., 2005). We therefore propose to adapt non-invasive acoustic analyses to quickly reveal spatial and temporal patterns of variation in animal diversity.

Acoustics can be used for animal movement tracking (Hammer and Barrett, 2001; Mennill et al., 2006), automatic species identification (Brandes et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2006; Chen and Maher, 2006; Villanueva-Rivera, 2007; Brandes, 2008; Bardelli et al., 2010), animal conservation (Laiolo, 2010), singing activity estimation (Pieretti et al., 2011) and Rapid Biodiversity Assessment (RBA) (Brandes, 2005). RBAs based on animal vocalisations can provide simple biodiversity estimations through aural identification or recording of acoustic communities (Herzog et al., 2002; Rempel et al., 2005; Villanueva-Rivera, 2007) and can also determine community structure (Diwakar and Balakrishnan, 2007a,b;
Riede, 1993, 1997). Among these RBA programs, the Automated Digital Recording System (ADRS), which allows automatic data collection, generates a large amount of high-quality data (Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera, 2006), considerably reduces human related costs (Parker, 1991; Penman et al., 2005) and avoids any invasion of the prospective habitat (Diwakar et al., 2007).

Accordingly, a new RBA method through acoustics has been recently developed (Sueur et al., 2008b; Obrist et al., 2010). The main principle of this method is to obtain a holistic view of the local animal community that produces sound. The method avoids species or morpho-species identification, a pre-requisite of other inventory methods, All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory (ATBI) and RBAs included.

Recently an acoustic method has been proposed also to infer the singing activity of avian communities (Pieretti et al., 2011). The number of bird vocalisations produced within a community is estimated through an algorithm that computes the variability of the sound intensities. This method looks promising but cannot be used to assess species diversity and has not been employed yet to compare the acoustic composition of different communities. Based on a simple analysis of the signal, acoustic indices inferring α and β animal diversity were previously developed to summarize the variety of choruses produced by animal communities (Sueur et al., 2008b). The acoustic indices, named H and D, respectively, were first tested on artificial choruses whose specific diversity was known, and later successfully applied in situ in a coastal tropical forest of Tanzania where animal diversity is not known in detail (Sueur et al., 2008b). Here, we test and develop the indices in a temperate habitat where the diversity is lower than in Tanzania and the background noise due to human activity (anthropophony sensu Qi et al., 2008 and Pijanowski et al., 2011) may be prominent. In particular, we tested during springtime the acoustic indices in three distinct habitats: (i) a mature open forest with few vegetation strata and low tree diversity, (ii) a young closed forest with several vegetation strata and high tree diversity, and (iii) a forest-cropland ecotone with a crop field inhabited by a few species. We mainly focused our test on singing birds that are the major source of sound diversity during spring. Amphibian vocalisations were scarce and insect stridulations were notably absent. Following previous studies on bird richness in different woodland habitats (Blondel et al., 1973; Fuller and Crick, 1992; Tellería et al., 1992), a higher bird diversity can be expected in the younger forest than in the mature forest and at the forest-cropland ecotone.

Computing the acoustic H and D indices in such habitats, we estimated that local background noise can significantly impair the results provided by the H index. This led us to develop a new α index, named Acoustic Richness (AR), based on the temporal entropy and amplitude of the signal. We then addressed the following questions regarding both AR and D acoustic indices temperate habitats: (i) do the indices match with results provided by a classical bird inventory? (ii) could the indices follow the variation of daily animal activity? and (iii) could the indices highlight expected biodiversity differences between different habitats?

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area and recording

Fieldwork was carried out in the parc Naturel Régional de Vallée de Chevreuse (24,300 ha), a protected area located 40 km southwest of Paris, France. The area is deeply transformed by human activities with a land cover of 20% dwellings, 40% crop fields, and 40% temperate mixed deciduous forest.

The recording equipment consisted of three digital audio field recorders Song Meter SM1 (Wildlife Acoustics, 2009). These off-line and weatherproof recorders are equipped with an omni-directional microphone (flat frequency response between 20 Hz and 20 kHz). The recording level of all recorders were set to the same value. The signals were sampled at 44.1 kHz with a 16 bits digitization. The files were saved in the lossless compressed format .wav and then transformed into the format .waw with the software WAV to WAV Converter Utility version 1.1 (Wildlife Acoustics, 2009).

Three sampling sites were chosen according to a gradient of tree density (Supporting information, Fig. S1). The sampling sites were spaced at least 300 m from each other. This distance ensured to avoid overlapping between recording points. Sampling site A (48°37.628N, 01°55.294E, 174 m) was a mature forest composed of a regular groove of pedunculate oak (Quercus robur), sessile oak (Quercus petraea) and downy birch (Betula pubescens). Sampling site B (48°38.519N, 01°56.155E, 166 m) was a young forest mainly made up of hornbeam (Carpinus betulus). Sampling site C (48°38.319N, 001°57.527E, 160 m) was at the frontier between an open habitat (cornfield) and a forest composed by hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) and European ash (Fraxinus excelsior). Recorders were all positioned on a tree at a height of 2 m and microphones pointing horizontally. The distance from the closest road was 300 m, 900 m and 210 m for the sites A, B and C, respectively. Files were uploaded every week from the SD cards of the digital recorders by one of us (M.D.).

2.2. Sampling and signal pre-processing

Recordings were taken between the March 24th and the June 5th 2009. During this period, birds are the main source of acoustic activity (Bas et al., 2008; Moussus et al., 2009) with some amphibians (mainly common toad Bufo bufo) and mammals (primarily roe deer Capreolus capreolus and wild boar Sus scrofa). Using the software Song Meter Configuration Utility version 1.6 (Wildlife Acoustics, 2009), a programme was written to record 150-s periods every fifteen minutes around sunrise (3 h) and sunset (3 h) generating 24 recording periods each day, identified as M1 to M12 for the morning and as E1 to E12 for the evening (Fig. 1). Recording periods 4 and 18 corresponded to sunrise and sunset time, respectively. The schedule produced a total number of 5328 recordings (24 recording...
periods × 74 days × 3 recorders) of 150 s each (≈222 h). The duration of each recording was limited to 150 s because of computing time limits. This schedule was chosen because a peak of acoustical activity was expected around sunrise. This intense singing period is known as the “dawn chorus” during which species compete for signal broadcast (Staicer et al., 1996; Brown and Handford, 2003). A reduction of acoustical activity was expected at sunset when the activity of diurnal birds decreases.

A procedure was achieved to directly estimate the number of bird species at the sampling sites. A sample of the recordings was listened by one of us (F.J.) who is trained in bird aural identification. The files were regularly collected every seven days (11 dates) and every four time steps (6 times per day) for each recording period at each sampling site (3 sampling sites), for a total of 11 dates × 6 times × 3 sites = 198 files. Each file was listened once. Each vocalising species was identified and its presence noted for each file.

2.3. Data pre-processing

The Parc Naturel Régional de Vallée de Chevreuse is occupied by human settlements and therefore constitutes a noisy environment. Background noise was due to car and plane traffic, and to agricultural machinery. A hand-pass filter between 1 kHz and 13 kHz was applied with Goldwave®. Due to the permanent background noise caused by wind, vegetation rustle and/or rain (geophony sensu Qi et al., 2008 and Pijanowski et al., 2011), it was necessary to apply a second filter. The amplitude median of the quietest signal including noise was assessed at a level of 90 points, with a maximum value of 2 15. This energy level was used as a reference to apply an amplitude filter to all files. The filter removed all signal sections that were below a threshold of 90 points. The filter was applied using the package seewave (Sueur et al., 2008a) within the statistical environment R (R Development Core Team, 2010).

Weather conditions were monitored for each recording day. Minimum and maximum temperatures, precipitation and solar radiation were taken from a national weather station located in Trappes (48°46.638′N, 02°0.150′E) (Météo France, 2009). Average wind speed was measured at a local weather station in Saint-Rémyles-Chevreuse (48°42.384′N, 02°4.349′E).

Computing the acoustic dissimilarity D was highly time consuming in terms of computer calculations. Given the large quantity of recordings (2556 pairs of recordings), the files were combined by time of the day and by site. This generated a matrix including 72 comparisons: AM1BM1, AM1CM1, BM1CM1, AM2BM2, AM2CM2, BM2CM2, AE1B12, AE12B12, AE12CE12, BE12CE12, with major letters indicating the recording site and the subscript indicating the step of time in the morning (M) and in the evening (E). For instance, AM1BM1 means that the first recording of the day (morning) in site A is compared to the first recording of the day in site B. This matrix provided information on temporal changes in the dissimilarities among the sites.

2.4. Acoustic indices

Sueur et al. (2008b) first developed an acoustic entropy index (H) of α diversity composed of two sub-indices: the temporal entropy index Ht and the spectral entropy index Hf according to $H = Ht \times Hf$ with $0 \leq H \leq 1$. Ht and Hf are computed following:

\[
H_t = -\sum_{t=1}^{n} A(t) \times \log_2(A(t)) \times \log_2(n)^{-1}
\]

\[
H_f = -\sum_{f=1}^{N} S(f) \times \log_2(S(f)) \times \log_2(n)^{-1}
\]

where $n =$ length of the signal in number of digitized points, $A(t) =$ probability mass function of the amplitude envelope, $S(f) =$ probability mass function of the mean spectrum calculated using a Short Term Fourier Transform (STFT) along the signal with a non-overlapping Hanning window of $N = 512$ points.

The overall amplitude of the signal, that was not previously taken into account in the H index, was here considered for the first time leading to a new acoustic index named M that is the median of the amplitude envelope following:

\[
M = \text{median}(A(t)) \times 2^{1/(\text{depth})} \quad \text{with} \quad 0 \leq M \leq 1.
\]

where $A(t) =$ amplitude envelope and \text{depth} = signal digitization depth (here, 16 bits).

Values of M were very low ($\text{mean} = 0.002 \pm 0.002, \text{min} = 0.923 \times 10^{-3}, \text{max} = 0.048$). To obtain values of M varying between 0 and 1, a second standardization was calculated by dividing M with its maximum value.

The index H was successfully tested in a tropical forest (Sueur et al., 2008b). This habitat is known to include a high number of singing species generating a high level of acoustic activity. The signal-to-noise ratio is then high. However, in the context of a temperate habitat, the acoustic activity is much lower and the background noise due to wind and rain is higher in amplitude. This can bias $H_t$ generating false high values when wind and rain dominate over animal calls (see Section 3). A new index, called Acoustic Richness (AR), was then elaborated based on Ht and M and computed with seewave (Sueur et al., 2008a) following:

\[
AR = (\text{rank}(Ht) \times \text{rank}(M)) \div n^2, \quad \text{with} \quad 0 \leq AR \leq 1.
\]

The acoustic dissimilarity index D estimates β diversity between two acoustic communities (Sueur et al., 2008b). D is made of two sub-indices: the temporal dissimilarity index $D_t$ and the spectral dissimilarity index $D_s$ according to $D = D_t + D_s$ with $0 \leq D \leq 1, D_t$ and $D_s$ are computed according to:

\[
D_t = 0.5 \times \sum_{t=1}^{n} (A_1(t) - A_2(t)) \quad \text{and} \quad D_s = 0.5 \times \sum_{f=1}^{N} (S_1(f) - S_2(f))
\]

where $A_1(t), A_2(t) =$ probability mass functions of the amplitude envelope for the two recordings under comparison, and $S_1(f), S_2(f) =$ probability mass functions of the mean spectrum (see above) for the two recordings.

2.5. Statistical analyses

Redundancy analysis (RDA) (Rao, 1964) was used to evaluate the impact of climatic parameters on the diversity estimations. Data obtained with AR and D indices and those obtained by the trained observer were compared by summarizing data on cloud of points (Cleveland, 1981). Given evident temporal autocorrelation among consecutive recordings, the values of the indices AR and D were compared among sites and pairs of sites with randomization process by ensuring that the randomizations conserve the pattern of temporal autocorrelation so that nothing changes during a randomization except the effect of interest (null models, Gotelli and Graves, 1996). Data were first averaged per day or half day (morning vs. evening), as specified. The statistic used corresponded to Wilcoxon signed rank test. This statistic was computed on the real data set and after each randomization leading to theoretical values of the statistics. The randomization consisted in permuting per day (by considering only the morning or the evening as specified) the values of AR (or D) obtained for two distinct sites (or two distinct pairs of sites for D). The observed value was compared to the distribution of theoretical values to obtain the $p$-value (denoted $p$).
below). The RDA analysis led to remove several recordings where bad weather conditions affected the acoustic signals (see below). This implied that there were a few mismatches in the dates for which the recordings were available for the three sites. Accordingly, the number of recordings considered is indicated below for each statistical test where the three sites were compared. We made sure that for each test the subsets of data compared between two sites matched exactly in terms of recording days and hours. All statistical analyses were achieved with R 2.10.1 (R Development Core Team, 2010) with the ade4 package (Dray and Dufour, 2007).

3. Results

3.1. Meteorological factors

The RDA applied to AR (matrix with sites as columns, the days as rows, and AR averaged values as entries) and meteorological parameters as factors revealed the importance of precipitation (Fig. 2). Precipitation was strongly correlated ($r = 0.95$) with the first axis that explained 87.5% of variation. AR mean was also positively correlated with the first axis, i.e. positively increased with precipitations and, to a lesser extent, wind. The first canonical plan showed an opposition between bad weather environmental factors and environmental factors related to sun radiation and maximal temperature. Precipitation and wind ($r = 0.39$) were correlated with the first axis whereas sun radiation and maximum temperature were strongly correlated with the second axis, which explained only 10.4% of variation (sun radiation: $r = -0.95$, $T_{\text{max}}$: $r = -0.61$). Overall, sun radiation and maximum temperature added residual explanatory strength to the values of AR. This residual effect was a correlation between sunny days and higher acoustic diversity (AR) in sampling site C than in sampling sites A and B. The RDA revealed a set of 20 days that were most affected by a heavy rain and/or intense wind (Fig. 2). We selectively removed those days to avoid any over-estimation of the indices due to wind or rain interference.

Regarding the D index, the RDA confirmed the importance of temperature. The maximum temperature was strongly negatively correlated with the first axis ($r = -0.87$) that explained 90.2% of the
variation (Fig. 3). Sun radiation was also strongly negatively correlated with the first axis ($r = -0.82$). All $D$ values were negatively correlated with the first axis. Accordingly, the dissimilarities among sites were higher during sunny, warm days.

3.2. Aural identification

Listening to a selection of files led to the identification of a total of 43 bird species. Sampling site A included 31 species across all recordings listened for a total of 270 contacts, sampling site B included 23 species for 386 contacts, and sampling site C included 33 species for 349 contacts (Supporting information, Table S1). There was a higher average species richness per recording during the morning ($8.04 \pm 2.16$, $n = 144$) than during the evening ($2.63 \pm 2.53$, $n = 144$). In the morning, average species richness per recording decreased from sampling site B ($9.00 \pm 1.70$, $n = 144$), through sampling site C ($8.21 \pm 2.30$, $n = 144$), to sampling site A ($6.92 \pm 1.86$, $n = 144$). Accordingly despite the fact that sampling site B had the lowest absolute species richness with only 23 species over all recordings, it had the highest average species richness per recording, which means that more species sing simultaneously on a short period of time. In the evening, average species richness per recording decreased from sampling site B ($3.38 \pm 2.75$, $n = 144$), through sampling site C ($2.58 \pm 2.48$, $n = 144$), to sampling site A ($1.92 \pm 2.21$, $n = 144$).

Regarding the differences among sites, sampling sites B and C were in the morning the most different (with only 1 species shared), followed by sites A and B (with 3 species shared) and sampling sites A and C (with 4 species shared). In the evening all sites shared a few species only (1 shared between sampling sites A and C and 2 between the other pairs of sites) (Supporting information, Fig. S2).

3.3. Acoustic richness index (AR)

AR values ranged between $1.85 \times 10^{-6}$ and 0.99 with a mean of $0.33 \pm 0.29$. AR was on average higher during the morning ($0.48 \pm 0.28$, $n = 1907$) than during the evening ($0.17 \pm 0.21$, $n = 1836$) ($W = 1275$, $n = 50$, $p < 0.001$) confirming that acoustic diversity recorded was higher during the morning than the evening. In the morning, AR decreased from sampling site B ($0.62 \pm 0.25$, $n = 635$), through sampling site C ($0.52 \pm 0.24$, $n = 636$), to sampling site A ($0.31 \pm 0.24$, $n = 636$); (test for H0: $AR_B = AR_C$, H1: $AR_B \neq AR_C$; $W = 139446$, $p < 0.001$, $n = 635$; test for H0: $AR_C = AR_A$, H1: $AR_C \neq AR_A$; $W = 173255$, $p < 0.001$, $n = 636$). In the evening ($n = 612$), AR decreased from sampling site C ($0.24 \pm 0.23$), through sampling site B ($0.19 \pm 0.23$), to sampling site A ($0.08 \pm 0.15$); (test

![Fig. 4. Species richness estimated with a classical aural inventory (observed richness) and with the Acoustic Richness index (AR). Species richness and AR were compared for each sampling site and for all sites. The points represent the mean, the error-bars represent the standard deviation, and the dashed line is the result of lowess smoothing.](image)
Fig. 5. Species richness estimated with a classical aural inventory (observed richness) and with the Acoustic Richness index (AR). There were six time periods from sunrise to sunset for each site (A, B and C): 15 min before sunrise (A1, B1, C1), 60 min after sunset (A2, B2, C2), 120 min after sunset (A3, B3, C3), 45 min before sunset (A4, B4, C4), 30 min after sunset (A5, B5, C5), and 90 min after sunrise (A6, B6, C6). Horizontal bar marks the median, boxes mark second and third quartiles and whiskers mark the range.

for H0: ARc = ARb, H1: ARc ≠ ARb; W = 119420, p < 0.001; test for H0: ARg = ARh, H1: ARg ≠ ARh; W = 136179, p < 0.001).

AR increased with the observed species richness for sampling sites A and B (Fig. 4). Regarding sampling site C, relation between observed richness and AR was less obvious with larger variability. When considering variations around sunrise and sunset, changes in species richness estimated by aural identification and AR showed similar profiles (Fig. 5).

The evolution of Ht along the day showed an unexpected decrease around sunrise and a slow increase around to sunset motivating the development of the new index AR (Supporting information, Fig. S3). There was a consistent profile of Ht, M (Supporting information, Fig. S4) and consequently AR variations during the daytime for the three sites (Fig. 6). By considering only averaged values per time unit, indices increased quickly until reaching a maximum just before sunrise and then decreased gradually. Except for site C, AR decreased after falling night.

3.4. Dissimilarity index (D)

D values ranged between 0.012 and 0.349 with an average of 0.035 ± 0.027. D was on average higher during the morning (0.045 ± 0.026, n = 1908) than the evening (0.024 ± 0.023, n = 1836) suggesting that there was more difference among community acoustic structures in the morning than the evening. This was supported by significant differences in D between the morning and the evening (data averaged per day, W = 1272, n = 50, p < 0.001). The index D (Fig. 6) and its sub-indices Dt and Dt (Supporting information, Fig. S5) showed a standard variation profile around sunrise and sunset similar to the profile of AR. They increased just before sunrise, then decreased regularly just after sunset. The difference among community acoustic structures was thus more important at sunrise and decreased as the day progressed. We compared the distances D among pairs of sites, separating the morning from the evening data. On the morning, the distances were ordered as follows (n = 636): BC (0.049 ± 0.030) > AB (0.045 ± 0.024) > AC (0.042 ± 0.026); (test for H0: BC = AB, H1: BC ≠ AB; W = 119236, p < 0.001; test for H0: AB = AC, H1: AB ≠ AC; W = 112226, p = 0.018). On the evening (n = 612), the distances were even BC (0.025 ± 0.023) ≈ AB (0.025 ± 0.023) ≈ AC (0.023 ± 0.023); (test for H0: BC = AB, H1: BC ≠ AB; W = 91967, p = 0.693; test for H0: AB = AC, H1: AB ≠ AC; W = 93331, p = 0.940; test for H0: BC = AC, H1: BC ≠ AC; W = 92759, p = 0.789). These tendencies confirmed the results obtained above with aural identification: B and C were most different in the morning, followed by A and B, and A and C; all sites shared a few species only in the evening.
4. Discussion and conclusions

Animal diversity is traditionally estimated with species inventories. However, such inventories rely on a series of difficult tasks. In most cases, specimens have first to be collected in the field. Once brought back in a Museum collection, specimens have to be sorted out, prepared for examination, and eventually each specimen needs to be identified by a taxonomic expert. Alternatively, vocalising species can be estimated in the fields through aural identification with trained human listeners (Petraborg et al., 1953; Bridges and Dorcas, 2000; Rempel et al., 2005; Diwakar et al., 2007). Such remote sampling can produce a large dataset only if it relies on a massive network of observers (Devictor et al., 2008). A global assessment of animal diversity through remote and automatic methods of acoustics cues appears then as an attractive solution to fastidious species inventories. Based on a global analysis of the sound produced by an animal community, two indices were initially developed (Sueur et al., 2008b). The first Shannon-like acoustic index $H$ aimed at assessing $\alpha$ diversity by measuring the entropy of the community sound. The second index is a simple dissimilarity acoustic index $D$ to estimate $\beta$ diversity. These indices were successfully tested in Tanzania, where the intensity of animal sound was high and the background noise was particularly low. Such highly favourable acoustic conditions are rarely met in a temperate habitat where animal species density is low and anthropogenic noise prevails. The first question addressed was then to know whether the indices were still reliable in a typical temperate habitat surrounded by human activity. It quickly appeared that frequency content of the spectral entropy index named $H$ could hardly give reliable results even after having treated raw signals with adapted frequency and amplitude filters. Background noise due to plane, car, farm machinery or train can severely impair the measure by generating a fairly flat spectrum and hence false $H$ high values. Such a bias did not affect the index $H$ that is based on the amplitude envelope of the signal. $H$ was thus used as an indicator of the diversity of animal vocalizations. In that case, the amplitude filter was efficient by removing the noisiest parts of the recordings. Neither $H$ nor $H$ can estimate the density of the community, i.e. the number of animals vocalising. This can be achieved potentially by taking into account the sound level of the community. An index $M$ was computed on the amplitude of recordings as an indicator of the number of animal vocalizations. Taking into account sound amplitude might be constraint by several factors including the microphone-emitter distance and the structure of the habitat. We tried to normalise as much as possible the recordings in the three sampling sites by using similar equipment, similar settings and by selecting similar positions in the habitat. Both $H$ and $M$ were eventually associated in a new index, the acoustic richness index $AR$.

In addition to anthropogenic noise, meteorological conditions impacted on recording quality. Bad weather had the strongest impact on $AR$ variation, with wind and rain generating an overestimation of $AR$. The RDA approach has the potential to reveal those unsuitable days, characterized by strong precipitation and/or intense wind. Bad weather days can be easily removed for further analysis. This procedure can significantly increase the reliability and speed of the method by using objective and automatic exclusions of potentially biased recordings. Solar radiation and
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maximum temperature impacted variations in the D index, which might reveal a real biological correlation rather than a technical result. On the one hand, when the weather is cloudy, rainy, or cold compared to the season average, the animal community seems to react in a similar way in any habitat, with a decrease in singing activity, leading to lower differences between sites. On the other hand, during favourable days with sunshine and high temperature, song activity is higher (Bas et al., 2008). Species specific to each habitat are then better captured by the acoustic index D that reveals thus differences in community structures.

After considering the issue of noise, the results obtained from the index AR matched those obtained through aural identification traditionally used in bird ecology. On average, the values of AR increased with the richness observed in spite of an important variability. This suggests that such an automatic procedure can potentially support or even replace the observations made by a human expert. Ultimately, these results are encouraging as species richness, which is a simple measure of taxonomic diversity, was only considered. Further tests are needed to improve the connections between the acoustic approach and traditional ones. Future analyses could compare the AR index to more complex indices of biodiversity that take into account the acoustic repertoire (alarm calls, social calls, territorial songs), and the duration, amplitude, and frequency characteristics of bird vocalisations. It is also particularly important to identify which kind and which amount of biodiversity (taxonomic, functional or phylogenetic) the acoustic indices capture (Purvis and Hector, 2000; Magurran, 2004). In addition, classical analyses of species richness now integrate corrections which take into account species probabilities of detection (Boulnier et al., 1998). Research is needed to apply such corrections.

The AR index gave results expected when inventorying diversity in different woodland habitats. During the morning at the time of bird dawn chorus, it correctly revealed a higher acoustic diversity in the young forest (sampling site B) than in the mature forest (sampling site A) and at the forest edge (sampling site C). These differences were probably linked to the number of vegetation strata and tree density of each forest habitat (Blondel et al., 1973; Tellier et al., 1992; Urban and Smith, 1989). During the evening, the forest edge had a higher acoustic diversity than the young forest. This pattern could be explained by the occurrence at sunset of amphibians calling from ponds nearby the cornfield. The D index indicated that the young forest was significantly different from the two other sites during the morning. This supports the presence of a community in the young forest that significantly differs from the communities recorded in the mature forest and at the forest-cropland ecotone. However, these differences vanish in the evening when the acoustic activity is lower: the acoustic communities are similar probably due to the activity of shared species. The D index provides complementary information to that of the AR index but it might be more relevant when the acoustic community is particularly active.

In addition to spatial structures, our results highlight expected temporal characteristics of acoustic diversity. A temporal profile of diversity changes clearly appeared. This diversity profile was particularly obvious when comparing data collected during the morning and the evening. Diversity was particularly high just before sunrise. This intense singing period is known as the "dawn chorus" (Brown and Handford, 2003; Staicer et al., 1996). In the evening, diversity decreases regularly around sunset, before eventually becoming very low at nighttime. The AR index correctly captures this pattern: acoustic α diversity increased around the morning chorus then decreased around sunset. Regarding the index D that assesses β diversity, the decrease in acoustic α diversity through day was associated with lower dissimilarity among acoustic communities. This might be explained by the fact that, when specific diversity is low, mainly common species adapted to all habitats are expected to be present, such as the carrion crow (Corvus corone), the blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla), the song thrush (Turdus philomelos) or the common blackbird (Turdus merula). In closed habitat near to the edge, both common and edge species occur. At the borders of forestland and fields, skylarks (Alauda arvensis), rooks (Corvus frugilegus), common linnets (Carduelis cannabina) and yellowhammers (Emberiza citrinella) are found, which are typical of open habitats.

Recently, another acoustic index based on a measure of acoustic complexity (Acoustic Complexity Index or ACI) has been developed to infer the singing activity of a bird community (Pieretti et al., 2011). Both ACI and AR indices are therefore based on a shared principle of complexity measure. However the ACI has been proved to be correlated to the number of vocalisations recorded but it has not been elaborated to estimate neither α nor β diversity. ACI and AR can be then considered as complementary indices and could be used together with the D index to obtain a multidimensional estimation of the acoustic community. The ACI has been reported to be resistant to continuous noise produced by plane traffic but sensitive to accidental noise such as wind, rain and irregular machine traffic. As discussed above, similar effects due to irregular background noise can affect the AR index. The solution was here to statistically identify the days when bad weather conditions affect AR values and to remove them from the sample. Hence, reducing noise impact on the recordings will certainly be the main next challenge for assessment biodiversity studies.

To conclude, a simple acoustic analysis of an animal community can be used as a rapid assessment of local animal diversity. The results obtained with the acoustic approach are in agreement with those obtained with traditional methods. The information provided by the indices has the potential to highlight temporal and structural characteristics of each habitat and is thus likely to allow the establishment of animal conservation priorities.
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